Jean-Marc Fontaine has shown that there exists an equivalence of categories between the category of continuous Zp-representations of a given Galois group and the category ofétale (φ, Γ)-modules over a certain ring. This work attempts to answer the question of whether there exists a theory of (φ, Γ)-modules for the Lubin-Tate tower. We construct this tower via the rings Rn which parametrize deformations of level n of a given formal module. One can choose prime elements πn in each ring Rn in a compatible way, and consider the tower of fields (K ′ n )n obtained by localizing at πn, completing, and passing to fraction fields. By taking the compositum Kn = K0K ′ n of each field with a certain unramified extension K0 of the base field K ′ 0 one obtains a tower of fields (Kn)n which is strictly deeply ramified in the sense of Anthony Scholl. This is a first step towards showing that there exists a theory of (φ, Γ)-modules for this tower.
Introduction

Towers of Fields and Galois Groups
This paper is devoted to the study of particular infinite systems of characteristic 0 field extensions
The bottom layer K 0 of this tower is defined in terms of the universal deformation of a one-dimensional formal group X of finite height h ≥ 1 over the algebraic closure F alg p of the finite field F p with p elements. Here p is a prime number which is fixed once and for all. The extension K n | K 0 is then defined by means of the p n -torsion points of the universal deformation of X. The extension K n | K 0 is Galois, and there is a compatible system of isomorphisms
so that, if we put K ∞ = n≥0 K n , we obtain an isomorphism of topological groups
The right hand side is a metabelian p-adic Lie group and as such fairly accessible. By its very construction, the field K = K 0 is related to deformation spaces of formal groups, and as such appears naturally in the context of Shimura varieties. Moreover, the whole tower 1 K = (K n ) n carries an action of the automorphism group Aut(X), which is known to be the maximal subgroup of a division algebra over Q p with Hasse invariant 1/h. The definition of the tower actually depends not only on h but on another parameter which can be considered as an element v ∈ P h−1 (Z p ), and there is such a tower
n ) n≥0 for every v ∈ P h−1 (Z p ). The group GL h (Z p ) acts on the family (K (v) ) v of these towers:
an element g ∈ GL h (Z p ) induces an isomorphism K
. Finally, this action of GL h (Z p ) commutes with the action of Aut(X).
There is hence a significant amount of additional structure captured in this tower, and in the family of towers (K (v) ) v , which justifies the interest in the absolute Galois group G K = Gal(K Below we will clarify what we have in mind by "conceptual way." For now we recall that the mere existence of K ∞ gives rise to the standard exact sequence of Galois groups
Since, as we remarked before, we consider the group on the right hand side as being "understood," a key problem will be to understand the group on the left hand side.
When h = 1: The Cyclotomic Tower
This case is fairly well understood and the techniques employed in understanding G K in this case have been the guiding principle of this work. When h = 1, the formal group in question is the formal multiplicative group X = G m over F alg p , whose deformation space is trivial. More precisely, the universal deformation ring in this case is R 0 = W (F alg p ), i.e., the completion of the maximal unramified extension of Z p which we also denote by Z nr p . The field K = K 0 is then the field of fractions Q nr p , and the n-th extension K n is generated by the p n -torsion points of the universal deformation of X, which is simply the formal multiplicative group over Z nr p , i.e., K n = Q nr p (µ p n ). Denote this tower by K = (K n ) n . The crucial insight in this setting is that the projective limit
K n N Kn+1|Kn (x n+1 ) = x n ∀n ≥ 0    can be equipped with a ring structure by setting (x n ) n · (y n ) n = (x n y n ) n and (x n ) n + (y n ) n = lim m→∞ N Km+n|Kn (x m+n + y m+n )
n .
In order to show that this limit does indeed converge one needs to use the ramification properties of this tower. This ring is actually a field, called the field of norms, and it was introduced and studied by J.-M. Fontaine and J.-P. Wintenberger in [5] . The field of norms X K has characteristic p and is complete with respect to the discrete absolute value defined by |(x n ) n | = |x 0 | p , and if (ζ p n ) n is a sequence of p-power roots of unity, with ζ p n of order p n and ζ
Recall that we have defined K ∞ to be the union of the fields K n , i.e.,
and we can form the tower of fields (L n ) n with L n = K n (θ). To this tower one can define, in exactly the same way as before, the norm field, which we denote by X K (L), and which turns out to be a finite separable extension of X K . The formation L X K (L) is functorial and in fact an equivalence of categories between the finite extensions L | K ∞ inside K alg and finite separable extensions of
, which is a separable closure of X K . In particular, there is a canonical isomorphism of Galois groups
This provides an answer to Question 1(a), in the case h = 1, at least with regard to the subgroup Gal(K alg | K ∞ ), namely that this Galois group is isomorphic to the absolute Galois group of the norm field. With regard to Question 1(b) we will see that its solution, again in the case h = 1, is provided by the theory of (φ, Γ)-modules.
Z p -Representations and (φ, Γ)-Modules
We continue to assume that h = 1. We are going to sketch the theory of (φ, Γ)-modules for continuous representations of G Q nr p on finitely generated Z pmodules. 2 The protagonists in this theory are certain rings, whose definition is somewhat involved, and as a preparatory step we have to give an alternative construction of the field of norms. 
where the transition maps in the projective limit are the Frobenius maps. This ring is canonically isomorphic to the valuation ring of the field of norms X K : given a sequence (ā n ) n ∈ O E , with a n ∈ O Kn , put x n = lim m→∞ N Km+n|Kn (a m+n ). Then (x n ) n is in the valuation ring of X K , and this map is an isomorphism of rings, and thus Fr O E = X K . The ring R. Let O K alg be the valuation ring of the algebraic closure of K.
where the transition maps in the projective limit are again the Frobenius maps. Then R is a perfect ring of characteristic p, and carries a valuation given by |(ā n ) n | = |a n | p n for n sufficiently large. Its fraction field Fr R can be shown to be an algebraically closed field, and R is the valuation ring of Fr R with respect to the valuation just defined. Its residue field is still F alg p , which is also canonically a subfield of R. The absolute Galois group G K acts canonically on R and Fr R, and the field E ≃ X K embeds canonically into Fr R, and is in fact the fixed field of
Lifting the field of norms.
The follwing constructions all take place in the discrete valuation ring W (Fr R) or its field of fractionsB = Fr[W (Fr R)]. The ring W = W (F alg p ) is naturally a subring of W (R). Let the system (ζ p n ) n be as above. Since N Kn+1|Kn (ζ p n+1 ) = ζ p n we can consider it as an element of E which we denote by ε. Let [ε] = (ε, 0, 0, . . .) ∈ W (R) be the Teichmüller representative of ε, and put π ε = [ε] − 1. Then π ε = (π, * , * , . . .) ∈ W (R), where π has been defined in the previous section. It is not difficult to show that any series of the form ∞ n=0 λ n π ε n , with λ n ∈ W for all n, converges in W (R), and we denote this subring by W π ε .
3 Since π ε is invertible in W (Fr R), the ring W π ε [1/π ε ] is again a subring of W (Fr R). And as W (Fr R) is p-adically complete, this inclusion extends by continuity to One has the formulas
Recall that K = K 0 = Q nr p in the case considered here (h = 1). The Galois group G K acts via its quotient
sep there is a unique unramified extension E F | E inB, and E nr = F |E E F , where the union is over all finite separable extensions of E in E sep . One has (E nr ) HK = E, and if E nr denotes the completion of E for the p-adic topology, then one also has ( E nr ) HK = E. Finally, E nr is stable under the Frobenius φ onB, and the subfield of φ-invariants ( E nr ) φ=1 is Q p . Similarly, the subring of
Galois representations: the functors V and M. By a Z p -representation of G K we will mean a finitely generated Z p -module V which is equipped with a continuous
This is naturally a φ-module over O E , and is in factétale. Moreover, it carries an action of Γ = G K /H K which commutes with φ and is semi-linear (γ(λ · m) = γ(λ) · γ(m) for all γ ∈ Γ, λ ∈ O E and m ∈ M(V )). We call anétale φ-module with such an action by Γ anétale (φ, Γ)-module. Conversely, given anétale
This this can be shown to be a Z p -module of finite type, and it carries a G Kaction: g(λ ⊗ m) = g(λ) ⊗ḡ(m), whereḡ is the image of g ∈ G K in Γ. This action is in fact continuous. Fontaine's main result is then the following: This theorem also applies to more general complete local fields K of characteristic zero which have a perfect residue field of characteristic p. This is a crucial assumption, which is obviously satisfied in the case when h = 1 because then K = Q nr p . When h > 1 the field K = K 0 , whose definition we give below, is far from having perfect residue field. Nevertheless, under certain non-trivial conditions, A. Scholl has shown in [9] that the theory of norm fields and (φ, Γ)-modules also exists when the residue field of K is imperfect. Before discussing these conditions, we describe the tower of section 1.1 in more detail.
The Lubin-Tate Tower of Fields
As in Subsection 1.1, we let X denote a one-dimensional formal group of finite height h ≥ 1 over F alg p . J. Lubin and J. Tate have shown in [8] that there exists a universal deformation of X, and they proved that the universal deformation ring R 0 is (non-canonically) isomorphic to W (F alg p ) U 1 , . . . , U h−1 . Adjoining to R 0 the p n -torsion points 5 of the universal deformation of X over R 0 gives a regular complete local ring R n which is a finite, flat R 0 -module. The field extension Fr R n | Fr R 0 is Galois with Galois group isomorphic to GL h (Z/p n Z). Put π 0 = p, which is a prime element of R 0 , and choose for each n ≥ 1 a prime element π n of R n such that π n+1 | π n for all n ≥ 0. Consider the localization (R n ) (πn) of R n at the prime ideal generated by π n , and let A ′ n = (R n ) (πn) be the completion of (R n ) (πn) with the respect to the topology defined by its maximal ideal. This is a discrete valuation ring, and its residue field is a finite extension of the residue field of
is a finite Galois extension whose Galois group is a parabolic subgroup of GL h (Z/p n Z) whose Levi quotient is isomorphic to (Z/p n Z) 
The tower of fields K = (K n ) n appearing in Section 1.1, and which is the ultimate object of study in this paper, is this tower of fields, which we refer to as a Lubin-Tate tower of fields (obtained by localizing with respect to the sequence of prime elements (π n ) n ).
The Results when h > 1
We return to the problem of understanding the absolute Galois group G K for K = K 0 , where K 0 has been defined in the previous section (and depends on the height h and on the sequence of prime elements (π n ) n ). One sees easily from the description of R 0 given above that the residue field k 0 of K 0 is imperfect when h > 1. Indeed, if k n denotes the residue field of K n one has [k n : k
for all n. Moreover, this shows that K 0 is a d-big local field in the sense of A. Scholl, cf. [9] , where d = h − 1.
For such fields Scholl has shown in [9] that a theory of fields of norms also exists, for certain towers of fields, which are called strictly deeply ramified. Hence we would like to know the answer to the following: Question 2. Is the Lubin-Tate tower of fields K = (K n ) n strictly deeply ramified in the sense of Scholl, cf. [9] ?
As will be shown in this paper, in response to this question we have the following:
Result I. The tower of fields K = (K n ) n is strictly deeply ramified, and therefore a field of norms X K exists for this tower, and one has an isomorphism Gal(
We consider Question 2 as an elaboration of Question 1(a) of Section 1.1.
Let us now turn to Question 1(b) of Section 1.1. As Scholl has shown in [9, Section 2], one also has, under some non-trivial assumptions, a theory of (φ, Γ)-modules for Z p -representations of G K . These assumptions, namely conditions (2.1.1) and (2. We do not have a definitive answer to this question. But, as Scholl has shown in [9, sec. 2.3], the so-called Kummer towers have the property that the field of norms can be lifted to characteristic zero. The standard example of a Kummer tower (L n ) n is given by
As it can be shown that the field K n of the Lubin-Tate tower K contains µ p n , one may wonder if the Lubin-Tate tower K is in fact isomorphic to a Kummer tower. We have considered this question in the easiest non-trivial case, namely when h = 2.
Result II. Let h = 2 and let K = (K n ) be the Lubin-Tate tower as defined above.
(i) For every n ≥ 0 there is an element t n ∈ K 0 such that
In particular, for h = 2 and p > 3, the Lubin-Tate tower K = (K n ) n is not a Kummer tower. Of course, this does not imply that a lifting of the fields of norms does not exist. This question still remains open.
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2 Strictly Deeply Ramified Fields
Kähler Differentials
Throughout what follows, p denotes a fixed prime number.
Definition 2.1. A big local field (or "d-big local field") is a complete, discretelyvalued field with residue field k satisfying [k :
If K is a big local field, we will denote its valuation ring by O K and its residue field by k K . The normalized valuation on K will be denoted v K (so that, if ̟ K is a uniformizer of K, we have v K (̟ K ) = 1), and if K has characteristic 0, the p-adic valuation on K will be denoted v p (so that v p (p) = 1).
The following theorem is due to Scholl [9] .
Norm Fields
Definition 2.4. A tower (L n ) n of d-big local fields is strictly deeply ramified if there exists an n 0 ≥ 0 and an ideal ξ of the valuation ring of L n0 with 0 < v p (ξ) ≤ 1 such that for all n > n 0 , the extension L n | L n−1 has degree
The fields K n are 0-big local fields, and each extension
Suppose (K n ) n is a strictly deeply ramified tower with corresponding index n 0 and ideal ξ ⊆ O n0 . By Theorem 2.3, we have e(K n+1 | K n ) = p, and the Frobenius endomorphism induces a surjection
is a complete, discrete valuation ring of characteristic p with uniformizer Π = (̟ n mod ξ) n and residue field
We say that two towers (
Proposition 2.7 (Scholl [9, Theorem 1.3.2]). Up to canonical isomorphism, the ring X + ((K n ) n , ξ, n 0 ) depends only on the equivalence class of the tower (K n ) n , and not on ξ or n 0 . If K denotes the equivalence class of the tower, this ring can then be denoted X + K . Definition 2.8. The norm field of an equivalence class K is the field
3 Lubin-Tate Deformation Spaces 3.1 Formal Groups Definition 3.1. A commutative, one-dimensional formal group law 6 over a ring R is a formal power series X(T 1 , T 2 ) ∈ R T 1 , T 2 such that
An immediate consequence of the definition is that if X is a formal group, then
The definition is suggestive of a commutative, associative binary operation with identity 0, and indeed we will sometimes write T 1 + X T 2 for X(T 1 , T 2 ). Moreover, for any formal group X there exists a power series [−1] X (T ) ∈ R T with zero constant term such that
Definition 3.2. A homomorphism f : X → Y of formal group laws is a formal power series f (T ) ∈ R T , with zero constant term, such that
As usual, an isomorphism is an invertible homomorphism, an endomorphism is a homomorphism from a formal group to itself, and an automorphism is an invertible endomorphism. We note that the set End R (X) of endomorphisms of a formal group X over R is a ring with respect to the operations . A polynomial of degree n with coefficients in a ring R that satisfies the conditions defining a formal group modulo degree n + 1 can be completed to a formal group over R.
Formal Modules
Definition 3.5. A formal O-module over an O-algebra R is a formal group X(T 1 , T 2 ) ∈ R T 1 , T 2 together with a ring homomorphism
such that for all a ∈ O,
[a] X (T ) ≡ aT mod deg 2.
A homomorphism f : X → Y of formal O-modules is a homomorphism of formal groups which moreover commutes with the multiplication endomorphisms, From now on, we restrict attention to the case when O is the ring of integers of a nonarchimedean, local field K, with prime element π. The characteristic of the residue field will be denoted p, and its cardinality q. 
Deformations
Definition 3.9. Suppose X is a formal O-module over O nr /π O nr , and R is a complete, local O nr -algebra with maximal ideal m and residue field isomorphic to O nr /π O nr . A deformation of X with basis R is a formal O-module Y over R whose reduction modulo m is X. Two deformations are isomorphic if they are isomorphic as formal O-modules via an isomorphism which reduces to the identity modulo m.
Henceforth X will denote a fixed formal O-module of finite height h over O nr /π O nr . By C we denote the category of complete, local O nr -algebras with residue fields isomorphic to
. .] → O nr /π O nr be the homomorphism that maps the coefficients of the universal formal O-module onto those of X. We can assume that f (α i ) = 0 for i < q h − 1. Lift f to a homomorphism g :
. . , h − 1 and g(α j ) = 0 for j < q h − 1 with j = q i − 1. The formal module corresponding to this homomorphism is a deformation of X, suggestively denoted X univ (U 1 , . . . , U h−1 ).
Theorem 3.10 ([3, Proposition 4.2])
. Let Y be a deformation of X with basis R. Then there exist unique elements β 1 , . . . , β h−1 ∈ m such that Y is isomorphic to X univ (β 1 , . . . , β h−1 ), and moreover the isomorphism is unique. In other words, the functor that maps an algebra R to the set of deformations of X with basis R is represented by the algebra Given a non-negative integer n, a structure of level n on Y is an O-module homomorphism
Level Structures
A structure of level 0 is simply the zero homomorphism, so that the deformations of X are exactly the deformations of level 0. Moreover, if m ≤ n, any level-n structure is automatically a level-m structure.
Definition 3.12. Given a formal O-module X over O nr /π O nr of finite height, a deformation of level n is a deformation of X with structure of level n. . The functor that associates to R the set of deformations of level n and basis R of the module X up to isomorphism is represented by an O nr -algebra R n .
For n ≥ 1, the ring R n is generated over R n−1 by elements Y n,1 , . . . , Y n,h , subject to certain relations; in particular, [π] X univ (Y n,i ) = Y n−1,i for all n and i (we may take Y 0,i = 0). If (e n,1 , . . . , e n,h ) is the standard basis of (π −n O/O) h , the universal structure φ n of level n acts by mapping e n,i to Y n,i .
Towers of Fields Associated to Lubin-Tate Spaces
Construction of the Towers
As above, let R n be the basis of the universal deformation of level n, generated by elements Y n,i . Let π 0 = π and π n = Y n,1 for n ≥ 1. Then π n is a prime element of R n , and π n | π n−1 for all n. Let A ′ n = (R n ) (πn) be the completion (with respect to the topology defined by the maximal ideal) of the localization of R n at the prime ideal (π n ). Denote by k 1. The extension Fr R n | Fr R 0 is a Galois extension with Galois group isomorphic to GL h (O/π n O).
The intermediate extension Fr
Proof. That Fr R n | Fr R 0 is a Galois extension is proved in [10, Theorem 2.1.2]. Any Galois automorphism σ is obviously determined by its actions on the generators Y n,i , and we show by induction on n that every Galois automorphism of this extension takes the form
Now, assume towards induction that σ(Y n−1,i ) has the desired form. Then,
Thus there exists a β ∈ (π
and thus
Thus σ has the desired form, and we can associate to each automorphism σ the matrix of coefficients (a i,j ), which, as σ is an automorphism, must be invertible.
Conversely, each such matrix defines an automorphism, and thus Gal(Fr
Now, if σ stabilizes Fr R n−1 , then we must have a i,i ≡ 1 mod π n−1 and a i,j ≡ 0 mod π n−1 for i = j, so we furthermore have
Proposition 4.2. We have
Proof. If σ stabilizes the π n -adic valuation on Fr R n , then we must have a 1,1 ∈ (O/π n O) × and a i,1 ≡ 0 mod π n for i > 1.
Corollary 4.3. The ramification index of the extension K
Proof. The Galois conjugates of the element Y n,1 are the elements [
such elements, and thus the minimal polynomial of π n = Y n,1 has degree (q − 1)q n−1 over K ′ 0 . We would like to show that the tower (K 
be the compositum of K 0 and K ′ n . The field K n is a complete, discretely valued field; let A n denote its ring of integers and k n its residue field.
Proof. The extension K n | K 0 is purely ramified, so any Galois action must stabilize the residue field. If σ stabilizes the residue field, then a i,i ≡ 1 mod π n for i > 1 and a i,j ≡ 0 mod π n for i, j > 1, i = j. Thus
In other words, the Galois group of the extension K n | K n−1 is isomorphic to
for n ≥ 2, where the automorphism corresponding to a tuple a = (a 1 , . . . , a h ) is given explicitly by
Further, by Corollary 4.3, for n ≥ 2 we have
and therefore [k n : k n−1 ] = q h−1 .
Strictly Deep Ramification
We assume in this section that O = Z p ; in particular, q = p. This is not a serious restriction: see Remark 4.7. We recall that the field K n is a complete, discretely valued field. Let y n,i denote the class of the element Y n,i in the residue field k n for i = 2, . . . , h. The elements y n,i are of degree q over k n−1 , and thus of degree p over (
We now arrive at our first goal, namely the proof of Result I.
Proposition 4.5. The tower (K n ) n is strictly deeply ramified.
Proof. We have established that for n ≥ 2, we have card Gal(
. It remains to show that for all n ≥ 2, there exists a surjection
Step 1: The residue field k n is generated as a field over k n−1 by the elements y n,2 , . . . , y n,h .
We first observe that, as k ′ n = Fr(R n /π n R n ), the field k ′ n is generated over k ′ n−1 by the elements y n,2 , . . . , y n,h . By considering the Galois group given above, we know that [K
2 +(h−1)+1 , and as the ramification
Thus k n = k ′ n k 0 , so k n is a purely inseparable extension of degree q h−1 over k n−1 .
Step 2: The elements Y n,1 , . . . , Y n,h generate A n as an algebra over A n−1 .
We observe that A n−1 is a local ring with maximal ideal π n−1 A n−1 . Since
whereȲ n,i denotes the image of Y n,i modulo π n−1 , with e(K ′ n | K ′ n−1 ) = q and eachȲ n,i of degree q over k ′ n−1 for i ≥ 2 as above, the k
By Nakayama's Lemma, this basis can be lifted to a basis of A n , which is to say that A n is generated by the set
as an A n−1 -module.
Step 3: The minimal polynomial of Y n,i
We have shown that the Galois group of K n | K n−1 is isomorphic to the group
In particular, this means the Galois conjugates of Y n,i are elements
for a ∈ F q . As Y n,i is of degree q over A n−1 , and there are q such elements, the minimal polynomial of Y n,i over A ′ n−1 is
It then follows that
Step 4: Ω(K n | K n−1 ) is a free A n /πA n -module of rank h.
As above, we can write (d/dT )Q i (Y n,i ) = ǫπ for some unit ǫ ∈ A n , and thus 0 = ǫπdY n,i . As ǫ is a unit, we conclude 0 = πdY n,i . But as the Y n,i generate A n as an algebra over A n−1 , the dY n,i generate Ω(K n | K n−1 ) as a module over A n . Since i is arbitrary, we have shown that π annihilates Ω(K n | K n−1 ). It follows that Ω(K n | K n−1 ) is a module over A n /πA n . It remains to show the dY n,i are independent over A n /πA n . But ∂/∂T i maps Q i (T i ) into πA n−1 [T 1 , . . . , T h ], so ∂/∂Y n,i is a derivation of A n /πA n , and thus there exists a map from Ω(K n | K n−1 ) to A n /πA n which maps dY n,j to ∂Y n,j /∂Y n,i . If a j dY n,j = 0, then ∂/∂Y n,i ( a j dY n,j ) = a i = 0, and since i was arbitrary, we must have a i = 0 for all i. Thus Ω(K n | K n−1 ) is actually a free module over A n /πA n , with basis dY n,1 , . . . , dY n,h . We can of course then construct an isomorphism from this module to the module (A n /πA n ) h = (A n /πA n ) d+1 . The tower (K n ) n is thus strictly deeply ramified. 
Remark 4.7. If (K n ) n is a strictly deeply ramified tower of fields and L ∞ is a finite extension of
Scholl has shown in [9, Theorem 1.3.3] that the tower (L n ) n = (K n L 0 ) n is also strictly deeply ramified. Thus it follows from Proposition 4.5 that the LubinTate tower (K n ) n is strictly deeply ramified also when O is finitely generated over Z p .
Lifting the Field of Norms and (φ, Γ)-Modules
Z p -Representations and (φ, Γ)-Modules
Definition 5.1. Given a topological group G acting continuously on Z p , with this action compatible with the ring structure (i.e. g(
G is a Z p -module of finite type with a semilinear, continuous action of G, i.e. g(x 1 + x 2 ) = g(x 1 ) + g(x 2 ) and g(λx) = g(λ)g(x) for all g ∈ G, λ ∈ Z p , and x, x 1 , x 2 ∈ X.
Let K be a p-adic field, and K ∞ a ramified Z p -extension of K contained in the algebraic closure K alg of K, with Galois group
Suppose E is a discrete valuation field with uniformizer p and residue field E complete of characteristic p. Suppose E is stable under a suitable lift φ E of the Frobenius map x → x p and under a commuting action of G K = Gal(K alg | K). We denote by O E the valuation ring of E. Definition 5.2. A φ-module over O E is an O E -module M together with a semilinear map φ : M → M : that is, for x, y ∈ M and λ ∈ O E , we have
To a φ-module M we can associate an
A φ-module M isétale if it is finitely generated and the induced map
is an isomorphism. We define the following functors:
for anétale φ-module M Suppose V is a Z p -representation. If φ denotes the Frobenius on O E , we extend it to an action on M(V ) by defining
This makes M(V ) into anétale φ-module. Similarly, if M is anétale φ-module, we can define an action of G on V(M ) by setting
This makes V(M ) into a Z p -representation of G. 
is an equivalence of categories between the category of continuous Z p -representations of G K and the category ofétale (φ, Γ)-modules over O E .
d-big Local Fields
The discussion in this section follows Scholl [9, Section 2.1]. Let (K n ) n be a strictly deeply ramified tower of d-big local fields. Let K = K 0 , and let
and Then φ extends to an endomorphism of A K , whose reduction mod p is the absolute Frobenius on E K , and φ further extends uniquely to an endomorphism of A. There exists a unique embedding A ֒→ W (E) that commutes with the Frobenius maps. Thus we can consider A a subring ofÃ.
The group G K acts on E + K in a natural way, and this action extends to actions on 
By Corollary 5.6, the functor M is an equivalence of categories.
Next Steps
We have shown that the Lubin-Tate tower (K n ) n constructed in Section 3 is strictly deeply ramified. To use the full force of Fontaine's equivalence of categories, it suffices to show that Scholl's conditions (2.1.1) and (2.1.2) are satisfied. We hope to show this in a future paper.
6 Galois Cohomology of the Lubin-Tate Tower Lemma 6.1. Let U = u be a cyclic group of order d, and let M be an abelian U -module.
1. There exists a canonical isomorphism
2. If the action of U on M is trivial and if dM = 0, then there exists a
Proof. Note that
Thus c(m) is a 1-cocycle. Moreover, Proof. Observe that Z × p ≃ µ p−1 (1 + pZ p ), and log : 1 + p n Z p → pZ p is an isomorphism. Then
and this group is cyclic of order d = (p − 1)p n−1 . Let u ∈ U be a generator. Since u / ∈ (1 + pZ)/(1 + p n Z), we have p ∤ u − 1. On the other hand, p n | u d − 1, so for all ζ ∈ µ p n , we have On the other hand, as p ∤ u − 1, we have u − 1 ∈ (Z/p n Z) × , so
Thus by Lemma 6.1, we have H 1 (U, M ) = 0.
Definition 6.3. Given a finite group G, a normal subgroup H G with quotient group Q = G/H, and a G-module M , the inflation-restriction exact sequence is
The group Q acts on H 1 (H, M ) as follows: given a 1-cocycle c of H in M and an element q ∈ Q, choose some liftq of q in G and define (q · c) h =q · cq−1 hq .
Proof. Let M = L
C ; then of course K(µ n ) ⊆ M . We have [L : M ] = card C; on the other hand [K(µ n ) : K] = [K(ζ) : K] = card U , if ζ is a primitive n-th root of unity. Thus in fact K(µ n ) = M , and so L | M is a cyclic extension of order n, so that L | M is a Kummer extension of the form L = M (t 1/n ) for some t ∈ M × . It suffices to show that there exists a t ∈ K × which is an n-th power in L, t = s n , on which the Galois group acts by (u, c) · s = ζ c s for some primitive n-th root of unity ζ, since in this case [M (s) : M ] = card C, and thus M (s) = L.
Consider the exact sequence of G-modules
From this we get the sequence of cohomology groups
But the zeroth cohomology is just the fixed field, and by Hilbert's Theorem 90 the group H 1 (G, L × ) is trivial, so we obtain the sequence
in particular, the map (L × ) n ∩ K × → H 1 (G, µ n ) is surjective. Now, as ζ u1c2+c1 = (ζ c2 ) u1 ζ c1 , the map (u, c) → ζ c is a 1-cocycle, so we have a map
Suppose that there exists a ξ ∈ µ n such that ξ c = ξ u−1 for all (u, c) ∈ G-that is, the map (u, c) → ξ c is a 1-coboundary. In particular, ξ 1 = ξ 1−1 = 1. Thus the map ζ → [(u, c) → ζ c ] is injective. Let ζ be a primitive n-th root of unity. As the map (L × ) n ∩K × → H 1 (G, µ n ) is surjective, there exists a t ∈ (L × ) n ∩K × which maps to the 1-cocycle [(u, c) → ζ c ]. Let s ∈ L × such that s n = t. By definition, under the map Corollary 6.6. Consider the fields K n constructed in Section 4.1. In the case O = Z p and h = 2, the extension K n | K 0 is a Kummer extension.
Proof. By Proposition 4.4, K n | K 0 is a Galois extension with Galois group
We need only show that K n contains a primitive p n -th root of unity, on which the Galois group acts in the appropriate way.
